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Abstract 

Statistical features of PC 1 pulsations were studied on the basis of data obtained 
at a low-latitude station， Memambetsu in Japan and at a high-latitude station， Syowa 
Station in Antarctica for the period of February， 1977 to January， 1978. The low-
latitude PC 1 shows marked differences from the high-latitude one in diumal and 
seasonal variations of台equencyof occurrence， mean and repeating periods， and 
dependencies on general geomagnetic activity (Dst and Kp). The source region assか
ciated with the low-latitude PC 1 seems to be located more earthward in the magneto・
sphere than that associated with the high-latilude one. 

1. Introduction 

In accompany with the development of the magnetic tape recording system and 

the dynamic spectral analysis system， PC 1 pulsations (0.2・5sec in period) have been 

analyzed by many research workers after IGY (Saito， 1960; Heacock and Hessler， 
1962; Kato and Saito， 1964; Troitskaya， 1967; Kawamura， 1970; Kokubun， 1970). 
At low-latitudes， PC 1 pulsations can be divided into two main subtypes: pulsation 

pearl and continuous emission (Kawamura， 1970). The former is characterized by 

a repeated structure with bouncing period of about 2--3 min showing a fan shape 

in its dynamic spectrum. The latter is characterized by a continuous dynamic spectrum 

without any repeated structure. At high-latitudes， many subtypes of PC 1 pulsations 

are observed. According to the results by Kokubun (1970)， they are HM  whistler 

(corresponding to pearl pulsation at low-latitudes)， periodic HM  emission， HM  chorus 

(corresponding to continuous emission at low-Iatitudes) and sweeper. However， the 
global characteristics of PC 1 have not yet been clarified. Especial1y， the relation 
between the low-latitude PC 1 and the high-latitude one has not yet been studied 

sufficiently. 

Different types of diurnal variation of frequency of occurrence have been reported 

by many research workers (Benioff， 1960; Schlich， 1963; Kato and Saito， 1964; Fraser， 
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1965; Heacock and Hessler， 1965; Troitskaya， 1967; Kokubun and Oguti， 1968; Kawa-
mura， 1970). They are summarized as follows: PC 1 occurrence maximum time is in 
the daytime at high-latitudes， whereas it is most1y in the nighttime at low-latitudes. The 

maximum times seem to shift gradual1y from the daytime to the nighttime at about 

600 in geomagnetic latitude. However， the above-mentioned confusion could be arisen 
from differences in observing apparatus and analyzing intervals. It is necessary to 

obtain data by means of similar observing apparatus and analyze them at common 

intervals for a comparison of PC 1 characteristics between at low-latitudes and at 
high-latitudes. The purpose of this paper is to study the statistical characteristics of 

PC 1 on the basis of the data obtained at a low-latitude (Memambetsu) and at a high-

latitude (Syowa Station). Similar observing apparatus are installed at the two stations. 

In Section 2， we wil1 show the observing and analyzing method of PC 1 pulsations. 

Several representative PC 1 events wi1l be shown in Section 3 (low-latitude) and Sec-

tion 4 (high-latitude). In Section 5， we show two PC 1 events which were simultaneously 

observed over the羽ridearea from the high-latitude through the low-latitude. The 

statistical features of PC 1 will be compared between the low-latitude and the high-

latitude in Section 6 (for occurrence frequency) and in Section 7 (for dependence on 

general geomagnetic activity). In Section 8， we will summarize the resu1ts derived 

in the present analysis and give some interpretations. 
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Fig. 1. Geomagnetic locations of Memambetsu in 
Japan and Syowa Station in Antarctica. 
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2. Experiment and da旬 analysis

ln the IMS (International Magnetospheric Study) period， we have c訂 'riedout 

concurrent observations of magnetic pulsations at our low-latitude J apanese stations: 

Memambetsu， Kakioka， Kanoya and Chichijima since January， 1976. On the other 

side， concurrent observations of magnetic pulsations were carried out at Syowa 
Station and Mizuho Stations in Antarctica during the period of February， 1977 to 
January， 1978 by the 18th wintering party of the Japanese Antarctic Research Ex-

pedition. Two of the present authors， Toya and Ayukawa， were members of that 
p訂 ty. In this paper， data from Memambetsu and from Syowa are usedfor the study 
of low-latitude and high-latitude PC 1 events， respectively. Memambetsu (43055'N， 
144 0 12'E in geographic coordinates) is a representative. low-latitude station and is 

located at latitude 34.00 and longitude 208.40 in geomagnetic coordinates. Syowa 

Station (69000'S， 39035'E in geographic coordinates) is also a representative auroral 

MMB 

l BLOCK DIAGRAM OF ULF ANALYZING SYSTEM I 
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Fig. 2. ULF observing systems installed at Memambetsu (a) and 
Syowa Station (b). and ULF ana1yzing system installed 
at Kakioka (c). 
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station and is located at latitude -66.70 and longitude 72.40 in corrected geo-

magnetic coordinates. The locations of these two stations are shown in Fig. 1. For 

a study of diurnal variations for PC 1 pulsations， we use local time ιT) at Mem副島

betsu and magnetic local time (ML明 atSyowa， their relations to UT being L T ""'" 

UT+9h and MLT，...，UT， respectively. 
We show ULF observing systems instal1ed at Memambetsu and Syowa， and ULF 

analyzing system installed at Kakioka in Fig. 2. The ULF observing system installed 
at Syowa is essentially equivalent to that at Memambetsu. Magnetic pulsations were 

observed by means of the induction magnetometer for X， Y and Z components at Me-

mambetsu， while for H， D and Z components at Syowa. Main parts of the induction 

magnetometer are sensors， D.C. amplifiers， a magnetic tape recorder and a monitoring 

pen recorder. Details of the observing system should be referred to Kawamura and 
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Fig. 3. Frequency (period) characteristics of ULF observing 
system at Memambetsu (a) and Syowa Station (b). 
They are compatible with each other at the two 
stations in period range from 1 to 100 sec. 
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Kuwashima (1977) concerning the system at Memambetsu and also should be referred 

to Kuwashima (1978) concerning that at Syowa. Total frequency (period) character-

istics of the observing system are illustrated in Fig. 3. It is evident in the figures that the 

observed phenomena are compatible with each other at the two stations in period 

range from 1 to 100 sec. We treat PC 1 events in period ranging from 1 to 10 sec in 

the present analysis. 

Data recorded on a magnetic tape are stepped up with ultra high speed (x 4000 

for example) by a tape reproducer. And then， tbey are analyzed by means of a dy-

namic spectrum analyzer， which executes spectrum analysis in a Fast Fourier Trans-

form method. Details for this analyzer and examples of several kinds of analyzed 

data have been reported by Kawamura (1977). 

3. Examples of PC 1 event observed at Iow・Ia舗卸des

Two representative examples of Pc 1 pulsations observed at the low-latitude sta-

tion， Memambetsu， are shown in Figs. 4(a) and (b). Pulsation pearl type (pp) events 

are seen during the interval of 1408・1638UT on April 11， 1977 (Fig. 4(a)). As is 

shown in the ftgure， PP has two characteristic periods~ namely， mean period and 
repeating period. ln the event of Fig. 4(a)， the mean period gradually increases from 
，-1.3 sec (，-1430 U司 to，-2.0 sec (--1630 UT). According to the results by Heacock 

and fI~~sler (1962)， and Gendrin (1963)， mean period Tm is roughly proportional to 

repeati.ng period Tr， and is expressed as Tr= 86 Tm. Such a relation is also seen in 

Fig. 4(a)~ in which repeating periods are --1.5 min and --2.5 min at --1430σm= 

--1.3 sec) and. at --1630σm= ，-2.0 sec)， r邸 pectively.

Contrary to the former example， the mean period gradually decreases from 

--1.9 sec (--0850 Uηto --1.0 sec (....，1030 UT) in the event on April 7， 1977. How-
ever， the relation of repeating period with mean one is similar to the former example. 
The former (the latter) is 2.0 min (1.3 sec) at -0915 UT. 

4. ExampIes of PC 1 event observed at high Iatitudes 

Fig. 5 shows a representative Pc 1 event observed at the high-latitude station， 
Syowa. In the figure， PP events were observed durnig the interval of 1035・1400on 

Apri1 18， 1977. The mean period in this event gradually increases with time: 2.4 sec 
at 1040 and 3.6 sec at 1350 UT. Pc 1 mean periods obscrved at the high-latitude 

are somewhat longer than those at the low-latitude. PC 1 repeating periods in Fig. 5 

range from --3.5 min to --5.0 min and are also longer than those in Figs. 4(a) and (b). 

Another representative Pc I event at high-Iatitude is shown in Fig. 6， in which 
PP events were observed continuously over 5 hours (0640・1200UT on May 9， 1977). 
In this event， the increase of mean period .from --2 sec to --3 sec and the associated 

increase of repeating periods from --3.0 min to --4.5 min are veryclearly seen. Mean 

and repeating periods observed at the high-latitude are longer than those at the low-

latitude in this event， too. 
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Dynamic spectra of pearl pulsation type PC 1 event observed 
at Memambetsu 00 April 11 (a) and April 7 (b)， 1977. In 
the spectra， fan structures are clearly seen. 
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Dynamic spectrum of PC 1 event observed at Syowa on April 18， 1977. 
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G[obal appearance of PC 1 events 

Although Memambetsu is located far from Syowa Station in both latitude and 

longitude， several PC 1 events were observed s加 u1taneouslyat these two stations 

during the period from February 17， 1977 to January 31， 1978. One example of 

them is shown in Fig. 7. At Memambetsu， PP was observed during the interval of 

1238-1353 UT on April 22， 1977， while at Syowa， PP was also observed during tbe 

interval of 121仏1350UT. However， the 'mean and repeating periods at Memambetsu 
are markedly different from tbose at Syowa. At Memambetsu， the mean period is ......1.5 

sec and does not vary during the event occurrence. On the other band， at Syowa，血e

mean period is gradually increased from ，...，2.3 sec to ，...，2.9 sec. Difference in the mean 

period between the low-Iatitude PP and the higb-Iatitude one is clearly found in tbis 

example. Consequently， the repeating period is much shorter at Memambetsu than 

at Syowa as shown in Fig. 7. 

It bas been previously found that short-period pulsations are often associated 

with sudden commencements (sc) of magnetic storms or sudden impulses (si). As 

shown in Fig. 8， sudden H -component increase (si) star臼 atabout 1225 UT on Novem-

ber 25， 1977 at Kakioka. In coincident with the onset of si， a PC 1 event suddenly 

appeared at Me'mambetsu. On the other hand， at higb-Iatitude s~tion Syowa， si・ぉso・
ciated Pc 1 event started several minutes after the onset of si. It is noteworthy that 
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Fig. 8. Dynamic spectra of si-associated PC 1 events observed “Memambetsu 
加 dSyowa.τne start of the PC 1 was several minutes a白erthe onset 
of si at Syowa. 
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when si-associated PC 1 started at Syowa， the si-associated one at Memambetsu rapidly 
diminished (，...， 1235 UT)， while when the si-associated PC 1 at Syowa diminished， PC 1 

at Memambetsu was activated again (，...，1420 Uτヲ.The si-associated PC 1 at Memam-

betsu showed burst-like structure and did not show any fan-like one Iike as PP. The 

si-associated PC 1 at Syowa did also not show any fan-like structure， either. The PC 1 

mean period at Syowa was ，...， 1.5 sec and was somewhat shorter than that generally 

observed at high latitudes. This fact may be related to si e在'ect(compression of the 
magnetosphere). An examination of sc (si) effects for PC 1 events may present usefuI 

information concerning their generation mechanism. 

6. Comparison of statisti伺 1fea卸resof PC 1 even包 betweenlow and higb-latitudes-
frequency of occurrence 

As was mentioned in Section 1， many different types of diurnal variation of fre-

quency of occu町encehave been proposed for PC 1 event. However， the above-
mentioned confusion could be arisen from differences in observing apparatus and 
analyzing intervals. It is necessary to obtain data by means of similar observing 
apparatus and analyze them in com'mon intervals for a comparison of PC 1 character-
istics between Iow-and high-latitudes. As mentioned in Section 2， concurrent ob-
servations of magnetic pulsations were performed at Syowa Station in Antarctica and 
at Memambetsu in Japan during the period from February， 1977 to January， 1978. 
Observing apparatuses used at the two stations are shown in Fig. 2. Consequently， 
the expected period characteristics in the PC 1 range are also similar at the two stations 

as shown in Fig. 3. 
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A comparison of the stati引icaJfca11lres of PC I evcn1s betwccn the l ow~ and 

high-lati1udcs will firsl bc made in regard to frequency of occurrence. Though scveraJ 

kinds of PC 1 have been reported (pearl pulsation， hydromagnetic chorus， continuous 

cmission and sweepcr)， they are considered to beJong 10 one group， PC 1， in the 

present analysis. To study thc diurnal variation of the PC J occurrence frequency， we 
COllnt hourly nllll1bers of 20・minutepcriods in which any PC 1 cvent appears. The 

appcarancc of the evcnt is vcrified by means of both dynarnic spectral diagram and 

moniloring pcn-chart rccords. Thc to1al Ilumbers countcd are 595 30t Mernarnbetsu and 

2509 at Syowa during the period of February 12， 1977 10 January 31， 1978 

Thcy are surnmarizcd as a fllnction of local timc a1 Memambctsu， whilc as a 

function of ma呂neticJocal time at Syowa， and illllstratcd in Figs. 9(a) and (b). At 
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Memambclsu (Fig. 9(a))， PC J occurrencc concenlralcs in the night hours. The occur-

rcncc frcqucncy has a very distinct maximum at one or two hour、beforcsunrisc 

(.-...04 LT). Then， it dccreascs rapidly and rcaches a minimum arollnd noon. lt usually 

shows a comparativcly low Icvel in thc daylime， incrcasing gradually aftcr sunsct 

The above-mcntioned tcndencics arc almost contcnt with the rcsults by Kawamura 

( 1970) 

Conlrary 10 thc results at thc low-Iatitudc， PC 1 occurrcncc concentratcs 

in thc day hours at Syowa (Fig. 9(a)). Thc occurrcncc frcqucncy has a very distinct 

ma別 mumat .about one hour aftcr magnctic local noon (.-... 13 ML T). This result is 

also COllsIstcnt with th川 byHeacock and Hess1er (1962) and by Kokubun and Oguti 

(1968). Thcn， it dccrcases with time und reaches a minimum around magnetic local 

midnight. It usually shows a comparativcly low Icvcl in the nighttime. It seems that the 

decreasc of PC 1 occurrence is very sharp around .-... 18 MLT In Fig. 9(b) 

To sludy thc Pc J occurrcl1ce more in detail， the rcsults sho¥V11 in F氾s.9(a) and (b) 

are rcarrangcd as fUl1ctiol1s of occurrencc time and occurrence day， and are illustrated 

In Figs. 10(a) and (b). The sharp dccrcase of PC 1 occurrencc around .-...18 MLT is 

clearly fOl1l1d at Syowa in Fig. 10(b). An cxamInation of 18 MLT efIect on thc high-

latitlldc PC 1 evenls may present uscful informatiol1 concerning theil' generalion mech 

anism. 111 Figs. 10(a) ilnd (b)， thc annual variations arc also distinct in appcarancc 
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al bo~h Memambetsll and Syowa. However， Ihey are not similar at lhese two stations 

At Memambctsu， PC I evenlS wcre only a fcw in summer and have the maxi-

mum of occurrence frcqucncy in t.he wInter months. At Syowa， PC 1 events wcrc 

most frequcntly observed at spring (around September) and autumn (around恥1arch)

equinoxes. These tcndencies will bc disclIssed in some delail in Section 8 

As mcntioned in SectiollS 3・5，PC 1 mean per旧dsat thc low-Iatitude arc somcwhat 

shorter than those at the high-latitude. In ordcr 10 study that tendcncy statistically， 

mcan periods were read at every 20 mil1ute for the evcnts shown in Figs. 9 and 10， 

and the rcsu1ts are summarized in Figs. 11 (a) and (b). At Memambetsu， PC 1 event 

has an occurrence peak around 0.88 Hz (1.2・1.3sec)， while， at $yowa，臼 peakis 

around 0.4-0.3 Hz (2.5-3 sec). The differences of mean periods between low-and 
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high-latitudes are found statisticaI1y from the results shown in Figs. II(a) and (b). 

Comparison of statistical features of PC 1 even白 betweenlow-and high-Iatitudes-

dependence on general geomagnetic activi勿

7. 

According to the results by Kawamura (1970)， the low-latitude PC 1 occurrence 

usually continues over a few successive days in a calm period fol1owing a rather 

large magnetic storm. However， any quantitative relation between the PC 1 activity 
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and other geomagnetic phenomena has not yet been clarified. In order to examine 

the relation between the PC 1 activity and generaI geomagnetic activity， PC 1 index 

was defined by the fol1owing procedure. All PC 1・typephenomena are registered by 

means of both dynamic spectral diagram and pen-chart records. Then， an appe訂釦ce

of PC 1 event is counted at every 20・minuteperiod and a PC 1 index is constructed 

by summing those obtained at every two-hour interval so that the index takes va1ues 

from 0 to 6.. The PC 1 index has been constructed for the period of April 1-27， 1977 

and are examined in relation to the Dst and Kp indices. 

In Fig. 12， we show plots of PC 1 indices at Syowa (upper part) and at Memam-

betsu (middle part) as well as Dst index (bottom part). As is well known， Dst index 
shows the extent of the ring current development (magnitude of geomagnetic storm). 

In Fig. 12， we can find the c1ear relation that low-Iatitude PC 1 events are genera11y 
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observed over a few successive days in the recovery ph邸 eof a g~omagnetic storm. 

However， we cannot find any clear relation between the PC 1 index at the high-Iatitude 
and ~he Dst index. In order to examine the relation of. the PC 1 occur問 ncewith 

the development of the ring currcnt more statistically， we. plot these two indices for 
the period of February， 1977・January，1978 and ilIustrate them in Fig. 13(a). In the 

figure， the PC 1 index is summed at every half month， while the Dst index is averaged 

at every half month. A clear correlation between the PC 1 index and the Dst one is 

found at Mema'mbetsu， however any clear correlation cannot be found at Syowa.τ'hese 

tendencies are found in Fig. 13(b) more distinctly. ln the figure， the number of PC 1 
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Fig. 15. (a) Tbe variations of the number counted of PC 1 events (solid 1ine) and 
half-monthly mean ，EKp index (dashed line). 
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events counted at every half month are plotted as a function of mean Dst values 

averaged at every half month. At low-latitudes， PC 1 events are observed more 

frequent1y associated with large a magnetic storm. On the other hand at high-

latitudes， occurrence of PC 1 events are not controlled by the magnitude of a magnetic 

storm. 

In Fig. 14， weshow the plots of PC 1 indic邸 atSyowa (upper part) and at Memam-

betsu (middle part) as well as Kp index (bottom part). In the figure， it seems that 

some correlations exist betwcen the high-latitude PC 1 index and the Kp one. In order 

to further examine the above-mentioned tendencies， we plot these two indices for 
the period of February， 1977・January，1978 and il1ustrate them in Fig. 15(a). In the 

figure， the PC 1 index is summed at every half month， while the Kp index is averaged 

at every half month. A relatively clear correlation between the PC 1 index and the 
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Fig. 15. (b) Number counted of PC 1 events is plotted as a func-
lion of half-monthly mean IKp index. 
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Kp one is found at Syowa， however any clear correlation cannot be found at Memam-
be臼u.These tendencies are found in Fig. 15(b) more distinctly. In the figure，白e
numbers of PC 1 events counted at every half rnonth are plotted as a function of 

mean Kp values averaged at every half rnonth. At high-latitudes， PC 1 events are 

observed rnore frequently in rnagnetically disturbed conditions. 

The low-Iatitude PC 1 is different from the high-latitude one in its dependency on 
rnagnetic activities. 

8. Discussion 

τbough PC 1 pulsations have been analyzed by rnany research. workers， their 
global characteristics have not yet been clarified. Especially， the relation between the 
low-Iatitude PC 1 and the high-latitude one has not yet been studied sufficiently. Our 

purpose is to clarify that problern and we have studied PC 1 pulsations in Sections 3・7

on the basis of the data obtained at Memambetsu and Syowa. Several differences have 

been found between low-latitude PC 1 events and high-Iatitude ones. They are as follows: 

(1) At the low-latitude， PC 1 occurrence concentrates in the night hours and 

has a rnaxirnurn at one or two hours before sunrise (.....，04 LT). On the other hand， 
at the high-latitude， PC 1 occurrenωconcentrates in the day hours and has a maxi-

murn at about one hour after magnetic local noon (.....，J3 MLT). 
(2) Concerning the period of February， 1 977-January， 1978， PC 1 even臼 were

rnost frequently observed in winter tirne and were rarely observed in surnmer tirne at 

the low-Iatitude， while they were most frequently observed at eq凶noxtimes at the 

high-latitude. 

(3) PC 1 rnean and repeating periods observed at the low-latitude are distinctly 

shorter than those observed at the high-Iatitude. Averaged mean periods are 1.2・1.3

sec at Memambetsu and 2.5-3 sec at Syowa. 
(4) Low-latitude PC 1 events are well correlated with the development of the ring 

current and are usually observed over a few successive days in the recovery phase 

of a large geomagnetic storm. 

(5) High-Iatitude PC 1 events are somewhat correlated with Kp values. 
The low-Iatitude PC 1 events are considered to be propagated through a duct near 

the ionospheric F layer from higher latitudes (Tepley and Landsho貸， 1966; Manchester， 

1966). In the duct propagation， hydromagnetic waves should be suffered some attenu-
ations by absorptions. The attenuations will increase with the increasing of the electron 

dcnsity in the ionosphere. Therefore， the .low-latitude PC 1 even臼 takeplace most 
frequently in the nighttime and winter tirne due to the smal1 duct attenuations resulted 
frorn the small electron density. On the other hand， the daytirne maximum of the 
high-latitude PC 1 events is not explained by the ionospheric duct propagation. In 

high-latitudes，自.elglines anchor~d at that region are c10sed in the magnetosphere in 
the daytime， while they are blown out in the rnagnetospheric tail in the nighttime. 
These magnetic field configurations seem to cause the dayt凶 ernaximum at high-latit 
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amined in our subsequent papers. 

In relation to the mechanism of the exciting of PC 1 waves， the following ion-
cyclotron instability model was proposed by Comwall (1965) and Jacobs and Watanabe 

(1966). In cases where a beam velocity of trapped protons is supersonic with respect to 

the local Alfven velocity， hydromagnetic waves are emitted at a frequency corre-
sponding to the occurrence of the cyclotron instability. These hydromagnetic waves 

bounce along the field lines between the conjugate ionospheres. When a wave packet 

passes through the proton beam， within each sequence it gains energy from the 

particles owing to the instability. According to the results of (4)， low-latitude PC 1 

events will be related with the cyclotron interaction between ring-current protons and 

hydromagnetic waves. However， the position of the ring-current is usually .......5・6

earth radius and is inside of the position where the line of force anchored at the 

auroral region intersects the equatorial plane in the rnagnetosphere (7・8earth radius). 

It is difficult to consider the ring-current protons to be a cause of the high-latitude 

PC 1 event. Therefore， the low-latitude PC 1 shows a good correlation to Dst values， 
whereas the high-latitude one doesn't. The low-latitude PC 1 events are frequently 

observed in the recovery ph出 eof a geomagnetic storm. It seems that the ring-current 

is decreased by a transfer of particle energies to hydromagnetic waves. 

On the other hand， the high-latitude PC 1 index shows a somewhat good correlation 

with Kp as shown in Figs. 15(a) and (b). At high-latitudes， PC 1 events are frequently 

observed at geomagnetically disturbed conditions. In general， geomagnetic disturbance 
conditions are most activated at equinox times. The equinox maximum of PC 1 occur-

rence at the high-latitude shown in Fig. 10(b) should be related to the Kp dependence 

shown in Figs. 10(a) and (b). 

Another important result is the difference of PC 1 mean period， consequently 
repeating period， between high-and low-latitudes. PC 1 repeating period should 

∞rrespond to the bounce period of the hydromagnetic waves along the geomagnetic 

field line between the two conjugate ionosphere. Therefore， it should be proportional 

to the length of field Iines. PC 1 mean period should intimately relate to the proton 

cyclotron台equency.Therefore it should be inversely proportional to the strength of 

the ambient magnetic field. If a PC 1 source region is 1 
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and that the former is located further earthward in the magnetosphere than the latter. 
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低緯度および高緯度における PC1脈動の特性の対比

外谷 健・桑島正幸・河村

(地磁気観測所)

福西 浩 ・鮎川 勝

(国立極地研究所)

概 要

言曽

1977年2月から1978年 1月の期間に中低緯度(女満別)と高緯度(南極，昭和基地)にお

いて，誘導磁力計を用いて観測された PC1について，その特性の比肢を統計的に試みた。

その結果，両者には出現頻度の日変化，中心周期および地磁気活動度の依存性において大き

な差異が認められ，発生機構が異ることが推察されるo
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